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tam Lin'stone glittering white along its further shore, and

the green depths under our keel lightened by the flush of

innumerable corals; and then, bidding farewell to the land

forever, -for so the geologists of but five years ago would

have advised, -we launch into the unmeasured ocean of the

Old Red, with its three consecutive zones of animal life.

Not a single patch of land more do those geologic charts

exhibit which we still regard as new. The zones of the

Silurian and Cambrian succeed the zones of the Old Red;

and, darkly fringed by an obscure bank of cloud ranged

along the last zone in the series, a night that never dissipates
settles down upon the deep. Our voyage, like that of the old

fabulous navigators of five centuries ago, terminates on the

sea in a thick darkness, beyond which there lies no shore and

there dawns no light. And it is in the middle of this vast

ocean, just where the last zone of the Old Red leans against

the first zone of the Silurian, that we have succeeded in dis

covering a solitary island unseen before,- a shrub-bearing
land, much enveloped in fog, but with hills that at least look

green in the distance. There are patches of floating sea

weed much comminuted by the surf all around it; and on

one projecting headland we see clear through our glasses a

cone-bearing tree.

This certainly is not the sort of arrangement demanded

by the exigencies of the development hypothesis. A true

wood at the base of the Old Red Sandstone, or a true Placoid

in the Limestones of Bala, very considerably beneath the base

of the Lower Silurian system, are untoward misplacements

for the purposes of the Lamarckian; and who that has

watched the progress of discovery for the last twenty years,
and seen the place of the earliest ichthyolite transferred from

the Carboniferous to the Cambrian system, and that of the
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